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About the
show
The story of the twentieth century

Parisian lesbian bar le Monocle and

acclaimed athlete turned SS agent

Violette Morris.

Le Monocle began life as a passion project

for writer/director Tiff Milner,

progressing into a fully-fledged Edinburgh

Fringe show for the 2019 festival with the

help of producer Pareesa Tai, the amazing

cast and the invaluable support of the

Lord Rootes Memorial Fund.

After having discovered the photography of

the Hungarian photographer Gyula Brassai

online, Tiff wrote the play based on the

images of 'le Monocle', the famous 1920's

Parisian lesbian bar.Research revealed that

an athlete named Violette Morris had

frequented the bar and her story was a

fascinating tale of betrayal. Having been

rejected by Paris's Olympics for performing

her gender too masculinely, Morris turned

to Germany for acceptance and became

Hitler's confidante during WWII, eventually

becoming an infamous SS agent. 

 

Morris's story is timely  in a climate that

lacks compassion and acceptance for its

most vulnerable members, and the

treatment of trans and gender non-

conforming individuals in the modern day,

particularly in athletes, and Le Monocle seeks

to educate and rally  audiences together in a

compassionate front.  
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Objectives &
methodology

To direct and produce a high-quality
Edinburgh Fringe show 
To encourage awareness and
understanding of the LGBT+ community
and encourage interest in LGBT history

Organise rehearsals for the cast and
director, as well as co-ordinate social
activities to encourage a team spirit
amongst the cast and crew 
Arrange Edinburgh Fringe Programme
registration 

Objectives: 

 
Methodology: 

 

Co-ordinate additional logistics, such as
securing Public Liability Insurance 
Organise transport to and from
Edinburgh 
Promote the show utilising multiple
platforms and techniques, including
social media and print. 

Posts on our Instagram, Twitter,
and Facebook pages 
Writing copy and press releases 
Creating a trailer 
Securing physical advertising (e.g.
flyers, merchandise) 
Flyering along the Mile 

Apply for additional sponsorship and
funding to cover the remaining costs of
the show. (This involves crowdfunding
using Indiegogo, in addition to LGBT+
and arts organisations)
Accompany the performers at
Edinburgh Fringe and at a pre-run at
Warwick 
Ensure that costs are paid by and
reimbursed to cast/crew

   This includes:  
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A producer's role and perspective on

creating Le Monocle... 



 

Pre-Fringe:
Research &
Writing
The research and writing of Le Monocle

took place during October-December

2018

Research
The woman on the right is Violette

Morris, a famous bisexual athlete

competing during the 1920s-30s. It was

her story that inspired the play, after the

writer Tiff discovered a link between her

and a series of photographs by a

photographer named Brassai which

depicted a Parisian lesbian bar named le

Monocle.  

 

Research was carried out to establish the

timeline of the bar and Violette's life, as

well as fleshing out the lives of Brassai,

the bar owner Lulu de Montparnasse and

some of the real-life patrons. 

 

This research included books such as

Brassai's Paris de Nuit, online research and

a trip to the Tate Britain to see one of the

surviving photographs of Lulu! Research

took two months and was naturalistic in

nature, following where the information

led rather than a structured stream of

initial research.

 

Tiff with Brassai's photo at the Tate Britain's

archives
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After the timelines for the real-life

events were established and drawn into

a timeline, and the facts checked, Tiff

set about creating a narrative for the

show in December 2018. She started by

laying out the events and choosing key

moments, before fleshing them out

with fictional supporting moments for

new characters to elaborate on the

themes and ideas of the historical data.

 

Not wishing to put Violette at the

centre of the play due to her

controversial nature, the protagonist

Francine was created as an entry-

character for the audiences to follow

into le Monocle. 

 

Fictionalised characters like Adeline

joined historical figures like the real-

life patron of le Monocle (Claude),

blending historical fact with fictional

narrative to keep the show vibrant but

true to life.

 

The show went through numerous

drafts, at one point being a full-length

2hr play until it was cut for

Edinburgh's standard 50 minutes. It

went through 3 proof-readers at the

University of Warwick and adapted

with each draft, taking into account

constructive opinions from peers.

 

 

Writing

The real life Claude, a patron of le

Monocle and her girlfriend, fictionalised

as Adeline.
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Pre-Edinburgh:
Venue and
Accommodation

The venue was the first thing we booked. We began
looking in December, even before we applied for the Lord
Rootes Fund. This was done for two reasons: a) we knew
that applying earlier gave us a better chance at getting a
venue we liked and b) we wished to have a quote on the
price so we could add it to a budget when we applied for
funding. 
 
TheSpace was always our first choice as it had been
recommended by other Warwick societies to us, and we
were fortunate enough to get the venue we wanted as we
registered interest early: Surgeon's Hall Haldane Theatre
(a new space for 2019). We wanted this one as it was 50
seats - perfect for Fringe first timers! 
 
We initially had a small hitch with the work not being
done on the venue but this was eventually sorted with the
understandng that we'd have 49 seats in the space, with
the option for a 50th to be added in a restricted view in
case we sold out. 
 
Booking early worked for our show as we had plenty of
chances to apply for funding and Tiff was willing to put
forward her own money to progress the project, but this
might not work for other shows! 
 
Cost of venue: £935

Booking early worked for
our show. We began
searching for our
accommodation along with
our venue and, as a result,
found a cheap apartment
on TripAdvisor near The
Meadows. 
 
When we arrived, it was
initially a case of finding
beds for everyone but we all
managed to share quite
comfortably and it was a
great apartment to be in for
Fringe. It was only a 15
minute walk from our
venue and very close to
other Fringe hotspots like
the Circus Hub and Fringe
Central. This really helped
with transport costs and
ease of access, as well as
flyer distribution.
 
Cost of accommodation:
£1329.14
 

Venue

Accommodation
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Transport
We booked internal flights via FlyBe for
Edinburgh as this was the cheapest
option. The cast paid for their own
luggage allowances if they required
extra space, however we also paid for
two suitcases to allow room for props
and set to be taken to Edinburgh. 
 
We arrived to Edinburgh in good time
and took taxis to the apartment. 
 
We did not pay for return flights as
some people were staying longer in
Edinburgh, som were returning home
and some were headed on holiday from
Edinburgh. The cast & crew thus found
their own transport back from
Edinburgh.

The only person who did not take a
plane with the rest of the cast was Amy,
as she suffers from a fear of flying. She
therefore took a train, which was paid
for by the budget and allowed her to
take a suitcase with props and set for
free. 
 
Cost of transport: £315.00

The cast arrives!
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Issues and
Challenges

There were first performance nerves
from everyone, director and cast
included! 
 
The first performance had a few jitters,
both in performance and from a tech
point of view. While these were to be
expected and there were no drastic
mishaps with the show, it slowed down
the first production and slightly knocked
the cast's confidence, especially for those
who were at Fringe for the first time. 
 
There were some nerves continuing into
the second performance, which were
inadvertently solved by...

Technical issues

First Performance
Tensions!

On arrival to the venue for our second
performance, we were met by a distressed
venue manager who informed us that the
performance would have to be cancelled
as there was a power cut throughout the
whole venue. 
 
As the cast was already tense from the
previous night, we worried that this might
be a serious setback, however the power
cut came as a blessing in disguise!
 
After some discussion with the venue
manager, we were given an alternative
venue to perform in: a medium sized tent
outside of Symposium Hall.

The bizarre turn of events actually
worked as a blessing in disguise. Piling all
of our set into the tent, rearranging it to
work and using our director's portable
speakers, we put on a great show! The
actors relaxed greatly, enjoying the
strange turn for the insane Fringe
experience it was and delivering a
performance that the audience loved, and
was all the more engaging and dynamic
for the small setting. 
 
The performances following that were
much more relaxed and the cast and tech
fell into a much more workable routine,
making for some excellent shows! 

The cast in their ad-hoc venue!

Tiff was happy to have been supplied with
another (slightly odd) venue as her family
came up from the other side of the country

that night! Some enthralled faces here...
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Reviews

https://theboar.org/2019/06/preview-le-monocle/
 
When given the opportunity to review Le Monocle,
 I must admit that I jumped at the chance. Its not everyday one gets to 
see a show about “a famous twentieth century Parisian lesbian bar and 
the true life of the infamous athlete turned SS agent Violette Morris”, 
as writer and director Tiff Milner told me. It’s quite an outrageous 
plot description, but I’m glad to report that the show is just as 
remarkable as that description makes it sound.
 
Admittedly, the performance does need some polishing; there were places where
the actors stumbled over their lines, and I found some of the transitions between
past and present to be slightly confusing. But, in fairness, this was a first preview.
These sorts of things are completely normal and I’m sure any issues will have
been resolved by the time the show takes its place at the Edinburgh Fringe
Festival. The tragedy sets in quickly, and you’ll find yourself feeling emotionally
invested in the characters very early onGiven that these were the only faults I
could find in the production (and a first preview at that), I have to say that I came
away highly impressed.
 
I was particularly surprised by how emotional the show felt in such a short period
of time. The play is only an hour long, but the tragedy sets in quickly, and you’ll
find yourself feeling emotionally invested in the characters very early on. Many
of the scenes are ones of heightened emotion that involve screaming and
shouting, that the actors managed without hitch. This is a show that will really
leave you reeling at its unfairness, and to create that level of emotion in an
audience (especially in such a short amount of time) is a true testament to the 
actors’ abilities.
 
 
 
 
 

L A M P L I G H T

T H E  L A M P L I G H T

The Boar: “A stroke of genius”: a
preview of ‘Le Monocle’
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I walked away from this show feeling that I had witnessed something special. The
story itself also deserves strong commendations. Set in Paris in the 1930s and
telling the tale of a group of outsiders and their battle against a world that refuses
to accept them, the appeal of the storyline is clear. But what makes this so
refreshing is that there is no underdog-comes-good plot. The play deals with
some quite complex and heavy themes – from what these women sacrifice in the
hope of being accepted, to the Nazi occupation of Paris – but does so with a
continual grace and sensitivity that really makes you feel for the characters. Of
course, since it’s based on a real story, much of this is pre-determined, but I think
that having seen this story’s potential as a play and having adapted it so well is a
stroke of genius on the part of Tiff Milner.
 
Yet the thing that struck me most about Le Monocle is the sheer amount of
potential it holds. Not only can I see it being a big success at Fringe, but I could
absolutely see it being performed off the West End in ten years’ time. I walked
away from this show feeling that I had witnessed something special, and I can’t
wait to see what it achieves in the future. But in the meantime, I wish them all the
best of luck at Fringe this summer, and I’m sure that the show will go down a
storm.

L A M P L I G H T

T H E  L A M P L I G H T
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Reviews

https://broadwaybaby.com/shows/le-monocle/741085
 
Tiff Milner (writer/director) presents a well-researched retelling of a lesbian
herstory, set in twentieth century Paris, at the eponymous the lesbian bar Le
Monocle. 
 
The show opens with Hannah Khan (Francine) delivering an understated 
narrative. After a slow start, the show picks up in pace when Violette 
(Amy Fitzgibbon) enters the stage, showing off her athletics medals. 
 
Lisa Greenhalgh plays a strong Lulu, the warm and welcoming matriarchal bar 
proprietor, who takes lesbian waifs and strays under her wing. Running a
 tight ship, she explains the ‘lesbians only’ rule, alongside no arguing
 with the boss, and to remember your hats, coats and manners.Lulu’s
 advice to Francine: “Don’t let anyone tell you, where you belong,” is a
 key theme of the play. 
 
This concern about not fitting in, voiced by Violette in her sporting context, in
addition to Francine’s urge to escape Paris so her and her lover can share their
love publically, without judgement, leave the audience considering how far
society has come, regarding LGBT+ societal acceptance. 
 
The multi-layered character of Violette experiences a series of societal challenges;
her determination to fit in a racing car leads her to make an extreme medical
choice. Her bisexual identity causes ructions when she competes in high profile
sporting events, with Parisien society and the media pouring judgement and scorn
upon her, in equal measure, regardless of the gender of the partner she presents
with. Her historically accurate story echoes current issues of the inclusion of 
transgender athletes in sport today; Violette was banned from competing 
in women’s events, due to her presenting as “too much like a man, to 
compete like a woman”. A moving and well-acted scene by Fitzgibbon airs 
her frustration with these scenarios.
 
 
 
 
 

L A M P L I G H T

T H E  L A M P L I G H T

Broadway Baby ★★★
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Samuel Mason’s understated Brassai assists the backstory; narrative time-jumps
fill in essential details to the plot, as he shares his memories of that time, with
Francine. Brassai, a male Hungarian photographer, documented the women who
frequented Le Monocle, despite Lulu’s initial adamancy to admit a ‘non lesbian’
into her bar.
 
The use of a radio announcement about the Berlin 1936 Olympics preparation
signposts the rise of Hitler and the Nazi regime. This leads to a moving scene in
the bar, where one character aptly voices that “Tragedy is a choice, that you
make”.
 
Doing EdFringe on a budget can mean basic props and costumes. The use of water
in vessels would be a simple and more convincing addition to the bar scenes,
where the action takes place. The venue was affected by from some noise
pollution from the bar outside. The production could benefit from the use of
background music to help set the historical and geographical context. Go and see
Le Monocle to learn more about this courageous group of lesbians in pre-war
Paris. It successfully voices the stories of the voiceless. A true celebration
of lesbian herstory.

L A M P L I G H T

T H E  L A M P L I G H T
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Reviews

http://www.darkchat.moonfruit.com/review-2019-lemonocle/4594688745
 
Every Edinburgh Fringe Festival DarkChat likes to try writers that are new to us
and this led us to ‘Le Monocle’ written by Tiff Milner. The piece is set in a
Parisian lesbian bar – Le Monocle – in the years leading up to World War II. We
meet the bar owner, Lulu, well portrayed by Liza Greenhalgh, and her clientele.
We hear their stories and the daily challenges they face in a city increasingly
intolerant of difference.
 
The venue, in the Space@Surgeons Hall, is new to DARKCHAT and has the
smallest stage we have seen this Festival. It is difficult for a cast of seven to work
in such a confined space and contend with numerous props. There is also an
enveloping curtain to hamper entrances and exits. Despite these challenges, we
were glad we decided to attend. 
 
This is a well-researched piece, shedding light on a clandestine world.
Interestingly, the details on the EdFringe website nearly deterred us from
booking, as it warned us of violence and scenes of a distressing nature. This
seems over cautious as violence is implied rather than on stage and the brief
detail of the play on the EdFringe site, prepares the audience for the nature of
the piece. 
 
On the evening we attended, the room was not full. We are aware how difficult it
can be to attract audiences at the Fringe and have debated whether the ticket
cost and the lack of ‘2 for 1’ offers for the majority of the run, may deter a larger
audience from seeing this heartfelt and thought-provoking play.

L A M P L I G H T

T H E  L A M P L I G H T

DarkChat ★★★
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Audience Responses
Our audiences reacted with a very rewarding degree of positivity to the show,

praising the performances and the historical context, giving us great boosts

throughout our run! A few of the social media responses are below, and we had

plenty of great in-person interactions with audiences after the performance.
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Benefits

Tiff: Directing my first show was a challenge
and I learned lots of new skills, from how to
time manage the project, to directing skills,
to how best to work with a large cast.
 
I also learned, from audience responses and
professional reviews, as well as dealing with
the venue, how I would improve the show
and, in particular, what is needed to give it a
higher production value. 
 
I've been inspired to continue my writing
and directorial work and am planning to
bring a solo show to Fringe 2020 because of
my experience with this one. I met
technicians and went to venues and events
during this festival that I have kept in mind
and in contact with for the next festival, and
have started writing my next script. 
 
This show has given me confidence and a
lot of new friends and experience, which I
am so grateful for.

Provides students participating in
the show with invaluable
theatrical/arts experience  
Organising and producing a
theatrical show was educational to
the director and producer
Learning to market a show to the
wider public by using a multitude
of different techniques 
Developing organisational and
budgeting skills,  as well as
teamwork and collaboration on an
artistic project 
Showcases the university and its
upcoming dramatic talent to a
national and international audience
at the Fringe 
Encourages interest in LGBTQIA+
issues and history, and engages
with issues of persecution and
nationalism 
Sensitive and thoughtful
representation of LGBTQIA+ voices
on a larger platform 
The show will  be active during
Pride
Represents the local Warwickshire
LGBT+ community in our print and
social marketing

 

Director
comments

General
benefits

Award
Nomination

After the festival, we received an email
from darkchat.com who announced

that Liza had been nominated for Best
Actress in a Play for her performance in

Le Monocle!
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Profit
The show successfully managed to make
£276 profit, which was fantastic given the
short run. The intention is to disseminate
this amongst the cast who paid for extra
luggage and add towards a future
production for the company. 


